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SUMMARY
The stated goal of this workshop is to determine if there are any
confliCts between City and County infrastructure planning
programs and to identify any mutually beneficial cost-effective
means for .providing urban services. After reviewing each
jurisdiction's programs, there aren't any apparent conflicts.
The City and County agencies regularly coordinate the design and
implementation of infrastructure improvements that would affect
one another. Each jurisdiction is continually searching for new
funding sources or innovative financing mechanisms to allow for
needed infrastructive development in a timely manner. There are,
however, two basic issues that need to be addressed. One is
ensuring that in. the future, any opportunities to jointly plan
and fund major infrastructure improvements that would serve residents . within both:jurisdictions should be pursued. One example
of such efforts is the lengthly studies and funding decisions
that were conducted cooperatively between the City and County for
the light rail transit project. The other issue is finding new
funding sources in order to provide the level of infrastructure
that is needed to serve development in the region.
The City and County public works departments are thoroughly•
aMiliar With the short-term infrastructure needs of the pending
developments in the region- However, due to funding limitations,
Construction of major infrastructure projects usually requires a
longer period of time to complete than what would otherwise be
On-site improvements are typically funded by the
desired.
It is the off-site
developer or through an assessment district.
projects serving both existing developments, as well as new
local
problems
for
that
present
funding
subdivisions,
In addition, the burden of maintenance and
jurisdictions.
costs associated with both on-site and off-site
operation
infrastructure improvements is an increasing drain on capital
improvement budgets.

.

improvement
The ability to design long-term infrastructure
programs is hampered by a lack of time and funds needed to
conduct long-range studies, as well as the uncertainty of state
and federal funding from year-to-year. In addition, development
proposals and growth policies are constantly changing, thereby
invalidating the land use assumptions underlying such plans.
However, long—range planning is still vital for ensuring that the
infrastructure needs of new developments are addressed in a
timely manner in order to retain the attractiveness and quality
of life found within Sacramento region.

INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING PROGRAMS

The following section provides an overview of the current
infrastructure planning programs of the City and County.
This
discussion focusses on each jurisdiction's infrastructure needs
by identifying the major improvements proposed.
The funding for
all of these projects has not been secured.
A discussion of
financing mechanisms is provided in the following section of this
report.
A.

TRANSPORTATION

The major projects included within the Regional Transportation
Improvement Program and the City and County Capital Improvement
Programs and which would provide additional freeway or roadway
capacity are listed below. These projects are proposed to resolve existing safety and congestion problems and to accommodate
approved development projects.
1.

City of Sacramento
a_

Freeway Improvements
o

I-5/Garden Highway interchange improvement.
1-5/West El Camino interchange improvement.

o

I-5/S Street new interchange.

o

I-5/River Bend Overcrossing new interchange.

o

I-80/Truxel new interchange.

o

U.S.
50/add auxilary lane between 39th Street and
65th Street eastbound.

o

U.S.
50/reconstruct
off-ramps from U.S.
westbound to Howe Avenue and La Riveria Drive.

o

b.

50

Highway 99/construct southbound on-ramp near Mack
.Road at Bruceville Road-

o

Highway 99/1-5 interchange improvement.

o

Highway 99/from 1-5 to Elkhorn Boulevard construct
a four-lane expressway with an interchange at
Elkhorn Boulevard.

Roadway Improvements
Construct
arterial
street
a
new four-lane
(Arterial 148) between the 1-5 Freeway and Highway
99.
1

Many of the existing streets and highways
areas is increasing.
are heavily congested and it is apparent that the existing
roadway system cannot accommodate the level of projected growth
without major improvements. Given the lack of a long range
transportation plan, it is difficult to determine whether the
proposed improvement projects are sufficient to meet the growing
transportation needs of the region.
3.

County Transportation Planning Programs

Growth in Sacramento County has accelerated in recent years, both
in residential and nonresidential land uses. Industry is
attracted to and relocating to this region for a variety of
reasons. This industrial expansion has and will continue to
create jobs and demands for housing, shopping, recreation and all
forms of supporting infrastructure; Transportation is a vital
component of the infrastructure needs to support a growing
community. In order to serve people with the mobility expected
by this community, transportation facilities should be efficient,
safe, multi-modal, and aesthetically pleasing. Sacramento County
strives for these transportation system attributes.
Several areas in the County have been proposed for major growth.
Following is a brief description of these areas and the
transportation planning efforts that have or are taking place.
a.

Bradshaw Road/. S.
and Sunrise Boulevard/U.S. 50:
Several major developments have been proposed and/or
approved in this corridor. As a result of the
environmental assessment process, several major road
improvements and projects have been identified and are
the subject of a current effort to form an Assessment
District.
A preliminary engineers report studied approximately $5
million of road widening, intersection improvements,
traffic signals and freeway ramp reconstruction. The
formation. of the proposed Assessment District is
expected to proceed in the fall of 1984, and could
result in first phase construction within a year.
East Area Transportation Study:
In expectation of
rapid commercial and residential growth around the
Highway 50 Corridor in the East County, Sacramento
County and private industry are cooperating in the
Sacramento County East Area Transportation Study, which
may become the basis for road and land use policy in
that area.
Consultants for the study have developed three assumed
land use scenarios, and four possible new road systems
for the area bounded by the Highway 50 on the
North,
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the El Dorado County line on the East, and Highway 16
on the South. This triangle is the highway planning
portion of a larger study area, which includes Rancho
Cordova, Folsom, and Elk Grove.
The four highway alternatives will be tested against
the land use scenarios, and the results of the study
will be used as a planning tool to help the County
update its general plan for highways. The study will
undoubtedly affect County land use planning as well.
Preliminary cost estimates for the total improvements
to the State and local highway systems, based upon
buildout of the entire study area, are in the range of
$180 million.
A "Priority Planning Area" has been .identified and
studied for short
term land use and transportation
relationships that may result in the next 10 years.
The product of the study will be a major streets and
'highways plan based upon an assumed land use scenario.
No financings mechanisms will be proposed in the
initial study. There are current efforts underway to
form an Assessment District for improvements in the
"Priority Planning Area", however.
.

A plan is presently
Antelope Road-North Highlands:
commercial
being developed for a mixed residential and
community which could result in a potential population
of 35,000.
A traffic analysis was performed and
resulted in the identification of the need for
significant roadway improvements, 'widening and the
crossing of the Southern Pacific Railroad at Antelope
Road, and an additional major East-West connection to
1-80.
The costs of the identified road improvements has been
estimated at approximately $35 million. No financing
mechanism or implementation strategy has been studied

or proposed. It is expected that the financing will
follow strategies developed in other areas of the
County. The study and report is under review by County
staff.
d.

Power Inn Road: Development of areas of Highway 99 and
north of Calvine Road have been tied to the
construction and extension of Power Inn Road from its
present terminus at Elsie Avenue to Calvine Road. The
road work involves approximately one mile of new
roadway. Workshops are now underway with the Board of
Supervisors to discuss possible funding mechanisms. An
Assessment District and a Development Fee District are
• presently under consideration.
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Light. Rail Transit Extension Study:
The 18.5 mile
Light Rail Transit (LRT) System is planned to be in
operation by 1986. The initial system will operate
between I-80 at Watt Avenue to downtown Sacramento, and
along the Highway 50 and Folsom Boulevard Corridor to
Butterfield Way.. The project is funded from Interstate
Transfer funds, State appropriations and local shares
from Regional Transit, City and County. Funds have
been appropriated for an Extension Study which will be
a joint City, County, Regional Transit and Sacramento
Area Council of Governments effort. The study outline
is presently being prepared and a consultant should be
hired in the fall to commence the study.

e.

B.

WATER

Historically, the Sacramento area has enjoyed an enviable wealth
of water resources.
Two of the State's major rivers, the
Sacramento and the American, converge in the northern portion of
the area while the Cosumnes River traverses the south area.
In
addition,
there has existed an abundance of high quality
groundwater throughout most of the County.
Water has been
inexpensive to develop and has contributed significantly to both
domestic and commercial development.
Since the late 1940's, the Sacramento area has experienced rapid
urbanization generally, as well as an expansion of agricultural
operations in the southern County area. In part, the growing
water demands associated with this development were met from
groundwater resources. As a result, large portions of the
Sacramento area are now using groundwater faster than it can be
replenished. In these areas of overdraft, the water table has
fallen more than a foot each year since 1940.
The City of Sacramento with its water treatment plants on the
Sacramento and American Rivers is the largest user of surface
water in the area. It has existing water rights and contracts.
Water service in the unincorporated area is provided by many
independent public and _private water agencies. Each meets .
localized demands for water and operates according to its own
sYstem of water supply, distribution and user charges. The
source
of
supply varies with each agency and
includes
groundwater, surface water, or sometimes a combination of both.
A number of comprehensive water resource management plans have
'been developed for the Sacramento Area. Some of these plans are:
Sacramento County-Wide Water Plan
o

Arden-Arcade Conjunctive Use Plan for Portion
Northeast Area
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developments with South Natomas and the Pocket Area.
It is a general City policy that new developments must
be served by sewer lines, as opposed to septic tanks or
private sewer treatment systems.
2.

County of Sacramento
o

•

Walnut Grove Sewage Collection System:
The existing
sewerage
private
system will be
replaced with
approximately 3,350 linear feet of a separate public
sanitary sewer system.
The system will be combined
sewer and drainage collection network.
New Developing Areas:
The County also extends sewer
lines to accommodate new developments.

D.

DRAINAGE

• There are a number of natural streams that have not be
channelized and Present impediments to urban development.
In
addition, other low lying areas become flooded during major rain
storms. Within the urbanized areas of the City and County, storm
drainage is provided in conjunction with the sanitary sewer
transmission system.
Storm water is processed through the
the
Sanitation Plant and eventually flows into
Regional
Sacramento River. Efforts are being made to provide storm
drainage infrastructure in Conjunction with the extension of
sewer lines for undeveloped areas of the City and County.
Withih the City, these areas include Robla and North Sacramento.
Storm drainage facilities are also being provided to serve new
subdivisions in the South Natomas and Pocket areas. Channelization of Morrison Creek and,Maple Creek is being implemented to
control storm runoff. The issue of whether channelization or
Creation of a modified natural flood channel for Laguna Creek is
presently under study by the City.
E.

SOLID WASTE

Within the City of Sacramento, the need to find an alternative
Solid waste disposal site is critical. Use of the existing City
landfill located in the Central City adjacent to the American
River can only continue for six more months. A proposal to
utilize adjacent land next to the Business 80 Freeway, which is
owned by Caltrans and incorporates the abandoned 1-80 Bypass
Freeway alignment . , is currently under evaluation. If this area
becomes available as a solid waste disposal site, the life of the
City's landfill would be extended by three to four years. If the
existing landfill area cannot be expanded at its present location, then the City would have to transport its refuse to disposal sites in Yolo County and/or Sacramento county.
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The County of Sacramento landfill will be exhausted by the year
2005. . The County is evaluating acquisition of additional
property adjacent to the County landfill to extend the life of
the landfill.
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FINANCING METHODS

The financing of public facilities can generally occur in two
ways.
First, local governments can use current revenues on a
. "pay as you go" basis, or second, they may incur debt and finance
facilities on a "pay as you use" basis. Each approach has its
associated merits and limitations. The "pay as you go" method is
the least expensive since substantial interest costs are avoided;
however, early commitment of available cash may be a limiting
factor in the public entity's ability to respond to unanticipated
needs. The debt method is more expensive; yet, it tends to
provide the locality greater flexibility in meeting current
needs. In light of its unique circumstances, the community must
weight each alternative to determine the most cost-effective and
equitable combination of techniques in the long run..
A.

USER CHARGES AND REVENUE BONDS

Revenue bonds are designed to finance facilities which provide
benefits to a readily identifiable group of users. Debt service
payments are met from charges paid exclusively by the users of
the public facility.
The issuance of revenue bonds is authorized under a series of
Revenue. Acts.
The Sewer Revenue Bond Act of 1933 provides for
'financing of sewerage projects.
Voter approval is not required
unless 15% of the property owners or voters petition an election.
The Revenue Act of 1941 authorizes the financing of water
systems, solid waste collection and disposal facilities, sewerage
systems, parking facilities,. ferry systems, public airports,
harbors, hospitals, public golf courses, and electricity systems.
The Revenue Act of 1957 authorizes counties to finance beaches,
small boat harbors, public golf courses, ski areas, and
incinerators.
Statistics oshow a marked increase in the use of revenue bond
financing since Proposition 13 all but eliminated the ability of
many localities to issue general obligation bonds. Today,
revenue bonds account for 70% of the total volume of municipal
bonds and have largely replaced the use of general obligation
bonds.
Because

of

the switch to revenue bonds precipitated

by

Proposition 13, local governments are relying increasingly on
user fees . and charges to generate, revenue needed to back the
. revenue bonds. User charges are attractive for two primary
purposes: . I) to defray the cost of providing the service; and 2)
to promote efficiency in the operation of local government. User

changes are usually structured so that they pay for debt service
and replacement costs, as well as ongoing operation and
maintenance costs
User changes attempt to limit the cost of a
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facility or service to those who directly benefit from the use of
a facility or service. Nonusers, therefore, are not required to
subsidize facilities used by others.
1.

Development Fees

Especially since Proposition 13, facilities and services are
frequently financed with development fees. These fees are paid
by the developer at the time of construction, often in lieu of
land dedication requirements for streets, schools, parks or open
space.
Somewhat analagous to user charges, development fees are designed
so that the development which created the need for additional
services or which will be the primary user of those services pays
for the provision of the service. An important distinctiOn
between user charges and development fees, however, is timing.
User charges are paid over a period of time, usually to pay for
debt service or operation and maintenance costs. Development
fees, however, must be paid in full up front by the developer.
From the perspective of local government, development fees offer
the advantage of constructing facilities immediately without
incurring debt or expending current revenues. Although development fees mean increased costs to the developer, in most cases it
is not the developer who suffers, but the new homebuyer who must
pay the cost of the development fee through higher home prices.
The major disadvantage of development fees is that inevitably
those who paid for facilities and services at the time of
development ultimately will •not be the sole users of those facilities and services.
2.

Lease Revenue Bonds

Lease revenue bonds may be issued by non-profit corporations,
joint powers authorities, redevelopment agencies or parking authorities. These entities construct or acquire a facility which
IS leased to a public agency in return for lease payments which
secure the debt service. Either enterprise facilities or nonrevenue producing facilities may be financed through a lease
arrangement.
Sources of security for the bond issue may include the general
fund of the lessee, an enterprise fund, user fees, or redevelopment tax increment revenue. The issuance of lease revenue bonds
need not be approved by the electorate; however, the lessee (or.
public agency) must approve the lease which is subject to referendum under California law. There is no maximum interest rate on
bonds issued by a non-profit corporation; however, all other
lease revenue bonds carry a 12% interest rate limit.
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3.

Certificates of Participation

Certificates of Participation (COPs) are like bonds except that
instead of one underwriter, there are several participants or
purchasers involved in the transaction. Certificates are
generally used in conjunction with a lease arrangement and thus
do not require voter approval or constitute indebtedness on the
part of the public agency. Unlike the issuance of bonds by a
non-profit corporation, the issuance of COPs is not subject to
public bidding, ordinance, or referendum requirements. Since the
need to form and administer a non-profit corporation is
eliminated, the financing of public improvements by COPs can be
accomplished more expeditiously than by revenue bonds of a nonprofit corporation.
4.

Industrial Devel2pment Bonds

The California Industrial Financing Act which became effective
January 1, 1981, authorizes Cities and Counties to establish
industrial development bond authorities with powers to issue taxexempt bonds to finance manufacturing, assembling, fabricating or
energy-related facilities for private enterprise. Industrial
development bonds (IDBs) may also be issued by redevelopment
agencies and charter Cities and Counties under their
own
authority.
These latter approaches avoid the limitations on
interest rates imposed by the California Industrial Development
Financing Advisory Commission which must review all issues under
the California. Industrial Financing Act.
Under current IRS regulations, the bond issue size must be
limited to $10 million and excess bond proceeds must be invested
at bond yield until used to retire the bonds. Security on IDBs
is provided by the credit quality of the private firm benefitting
from the tax-exempt financing.
The sale of IDBs can be structured in three ways:
o

Lease Transaction.: The public agency uses the proceeds
to construct . the facility and leases the facility to
the firm at a rental rate sufficient to pay principal
and interest on the bonds. At the end of the lease
term, the company has the option to purchase the facility.

o

Installment Sales Agreement:
The public agency uses
the bond proceeds to cOnstruct the facility and sells
it to the firm for a purchase price sufficient to cover
debt service on the bonds. . The company gains title to
the facility.either upon completion of construction or
upon payment in full.
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The
most
commonly used special assessment acts are
the
Improvement Bond Act of 1911, the Municipal improvement Act of
1913, and the Improvement Bond Act of 1915.
It is important to
distinguish between the procedural acts and the bond acts.
The
1911 Act authorizes both the creation of an assessment and the
issuance of bonds. The 1913 Act is strictly a procedural act,
while the 1915 Act is provides a method of issuing bonds secured
by assessments authorized under either the 1911 Act or the 1913
Act.
1.

Assessment Acts
o

Improvement Act of 1911:
Under the assessment proceedings of the 1911 Act, a contractor, upon completion of
construction, is paid by the agency authorizing the
work through the issuance and delivery of bonds. After
completion of the project, the contractor prepares the
final assessment roll and diagram illustrating each
property owner's individual assessment charge. Delivery of the bonds to the contractor represents the
final payment. It is the contractor's responsibility
to arrange for the sale of the bonds as well as interim
financing during the course of construction.
The major disadvantages of assessments under the 1911
Act are the need for contractors to secure interim
financing and the reluctance of underwriters to make
early commitments to bonds which will not be available
for distribution for a significant period of time.
Both factors have led to escalated costs under the 1911
Act proceedings.

o

Municipal Improvement Act of 1913: Under the 1913 Act,
a preliminary assessment roll and diagram is prepared,
construction bids are solicited and a bond sale is
authorized prior to the public hearing; thus, all
financing is arranged in advance of construction. The
bonds are sold prior to the commencement of
construction and.delivered within one to three months.
Based upon completed portions og the project, the contractor is reimbursed with normal progress payments.
Although the 1913 Act guarantees financing and shortens
the bond delivery period, the occurrence of cost
overruns is more likely, since the assessments are
confirmed in advance of construction. Since the provisions of the 1913 Act are relatively less risky for
both developers and local government, new assessment
districts are created almost exclusively under the 1913
Act.
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2.

Bond Acts
Improvement Bond Act of 1911:
A1911 Act bond is
A bond
basically a property lien (a debt instrument).
is issued for each individual assessment, which is
levied against each benefitted parcel of land within
the boundaries of the assessment district.
The bond represents that property's proportionate share
of the improvement costs, and the bond holder's sole
remedy in cases of default or delinquency is direct
foreclosure against the property covered by the bond.
o

Improvement Bond Act of 1915:
Under the 1915 Act,
serial bonds are issued normally in denominations of
$5,000 or $10,000.
The issue represents the total
amount of the levied unpaid assessments.
The bond
holder no longer has any direct lien relationship
against the property, and in cases of delinquency, the
obligation for foreclosure is shifted to the public
agency.
For small parcels of land, the differences between 1911
and 1915 Act bonds are negligible. The advantages of
the 1915 Act bonds over the 1911 Act bonds are more
evident when large parcels of land are considered for
assessment. Under the 1911 Act, large parcels of land
will require large dollar amounts of bonds which are
generally difficult to market. Additionally, when
large parcels are ultimately subdivided, the procedure
for reapportionment of the assessment dollars can be
more easily administered by the public agency. The
1911 Act reapportionment requires the expressed written
consent of each bond holder which may be difficult to
obtain in some cases, thus forcing the possible
discharge of a large assessment.
Since individual parcels of land are not encumbered
under the 1915 Act, developers prefer the use of this
Act over the 1911 Act. Thus, the combination of the
1913 Assessment Act and the 1915 Bond Act is the most
commonly used today.

C.

SPECIAL TAXES

The Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act of 1982 is another recent
financing 'mechanism with potential for widespread use. Effective
January 1983, the Act authorizes local governments to . create
community facilities districts and levy special taxes within the
district after approval by two-thirds of the qualified voters.
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The Act also allows local governments to issue tax-exempt bonds
secured by the special taxes imposed in the district.
Under the
Act, local governments may finance construction and/or
rehabilitation of public facilities, fire and police services,
and, effective January 1984, recreational programs and operation
and maintenance of parks and parkways. The Act stipulates,
however, that a community facilities district may not be used to
supplant existing facilities and services. The district may only
provide these specific facilities and levels of services to the
extent that they are in addition to those provided before the
district was created.
A unique feature of the Mello-Roos law is that is allows voting
on an acreage basis in uninhabited areas, rather than by the more
typical one-person-one-vote rule. Therefore, if the owners of at
least two-thirds of the acreage within a proposed district vote
to approve a special tax, the district may be created. This
provision of the Act will serve to lessen the difficulty of
obtaining two-thirds voter approval, at least for undeveloped
areas.
The
Mello-Roos
Act
affords considerable
in
flexibility
establishing the rate structure of the special tax. Local
governments must determine the rate and method of apportionment
prior to the election.; however, the law places no restrictions on
how the tax is structured. The community could, presumably,
specify different tax rates for residential, commercial and
industrial development in an area, and adjust the tax rate at any
time as development proceeds.
Financing infrastructure using Mello-Roos districts offers some
distinct advantages over other methods. When compared with
special assessments, Mello-Roos financing addresses different
types of facilities, allows facilities and services that are used
for more general purposes and applies more easily to large land
parcels and developments. The adjustable tax rate ensures that
no excess revenue is raised and the burden of paying for the
needed facilities is spread among several parties rather than a .
single developer.
Although Mello-Roos financing has been available for over a year,
few public agencies have taken advantage of its applications.
The less attractive features of Mello-Roos financing are that it
encumbers land, is not useful for many small landowners or in
already developed areas, is expensive and complicated to set up,
depends on the bond market, and may not finance all types of
facilities.
D.

REDEVELOPMENT

Another. fast-growing financing Method is redevelopment.
Under
California law, a redevelopment agency exists in each City and
County and once activated by a determination of blight has broad
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powers to acquire property, receive tax increment funds, incur
indebtedness, and construct publicly-owned facilities and
improvements for redevelopment purposes.
Redevelopment agencies have the unique authority to earmark
property tax increments. Tax increment is the increased property
tax revenue generated in the redevelopment area after the project
is initiated. Any additional property tax revenue which exceeds
the assessed base year value is allocated to the redevelopment
agency in subsequent years. Tax increments are used to finance
Infrastructure,, as security for tax allocation bonds, special
assessments, certificates of participation, mortgage revenue
bonds or lease-purchase arrangements.
Tax allocation bonds are one of several
of
instruments
indebtedness issued by redevelopment agencies. Usually tax
Increment revenues are pledged as security for tax allocation
bonds. However, additional sources of security can be provided
by stateand federal aid, the general revenues of a redevelopment
agency, and income and revenue from redevelopment projects
regardless of how the projects are financed.
Tax allocation bonds have the following characteristics:
o

No voter approval is needed.

o

No legal limit exists on amount of bonds that can be
issued.

o

No contingent liability exists to the general fund of a
City or County.

o

The sale must be through a competitive bidding process.

o

Maximum interest rates are specified.
A
redevelopment agency must demonstrate
the
availability of sufficient revenue, tax increment or
otherwise, to pay debt services.

Although California adopted its own redevelopment law in 1945, it
was not until passage of a 1952 Constitutional Amendment which
authorized the allocation of property taxes to redevelopment
agencies that redevelopment financing took the form that it has
today.
The
reduction in property taxes since Proposition 13 has
stimulated interest in new approaches to redevelopment.
Many
agencies in recent redevelopment projects have liberally

construed the definition of blight and have aggressively used
redevelopment financing authority for projects that look more
like new development.
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E.

STATE AND FEDERAL GRANTS

State and Federal funding is often available to construct specific projects of regional importance . and is occassionally available to reconstruct existing major facilities which have deteriorated and require replacement. In addition, Federal Block Grant
funding . for urban renewal could be used to defray some of the
costs of infrastructure -replacement in economically deprived
'areas.
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The spending levels have varied.
There is always
SHRA.
uncertainty of funding from local sources. Construction planning
and scheduling is therefore difficult, except for long term major
projects.
Reasons for significant variances in expenditures from year to
year include a dramatic variance in funds available from the
County's Unincorporated Area Services Fund (Fund 013); the fact
that Federal funds are distributed on a project-by-project basis;
and a significant variance in subdivision development activity.
During the last five years, inflation and increased maintenance
needs have resulted in the entire State Gas Tax allocation
typically being dedicated to road maintenance and operations. In
addition, changes in the method of charging liability costs were
dramatic. The line shown above the bars on the chart reflects
what the level of spending should have been in order to have kept
pace with the rate of inflation, based on the Caltrans
Construction Cost Index for each year shown.
It is evident that
additional
funding must . be sought to support the growing
shortfall in roadway financing.
It Will become increasingly more important in the future to seek
new and innovative financing for transportation facilities. The
historical sources of funding will.continue to be available and
sought to the maximum degree possible. They include Federal and
State gas tax revenues, traffic fines and forfeitures, federal
grants, and sales tax revenues. Opportunities exist for private
sector financing, (i.e., assessment districts, development fees,
user fees, etc.), and will become a greater proportion of roadway
financing in the - future as local government continues to become
less able to support these programs given that the traditional
Sources, of funding will be needed to maintain and operate the
existing system.
B.

WATER

Within the City of Sacramento, the costs of providing
water
distribution facilities is funded by a combination of methods
that include assessment districts, bonds, user fees, and where
the developer constructs the facility and dedicates to the public
agency. User fees provide the revenue needed for operation and
maintenance of the City's water service system.
The cost of constructing and maintaining water supply facilities
in the unincorporated area is funded from several sources
depending: on whether the development is located within an
existing water district, franchise area or within an unorganized
area- New water supply and distribution facilities are often
funded as part of the assessment district financing for the
overall development. In areas served by investor-owned utilities, extension of water mains and some supply facilities are
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covered by a PVC rule which provides that the cost be paid back
to the developer over a period of time as other new developments
utilize the facilities. A new zone of the Sacramento County
Water. Agency is being proposed in the Elk Grove/Laguna area to
collect water development fees from new development to construct
surface water transmission, treatment, and supply facilities. It
is anticipated that this type of financing will be extended to
other areas to which surface water is planned to be delivered.
User fees are the source of funding for operation and maintenance
of facilities by all the water purveyors in the unincorprated
area whether independent district, dependent district, or
investor-owned utility.
C.

SEWER

The City of Sacramento plans on spending approximately $7.7
million for sewer and drainage improvements over the next five
years. Sewer facility improvements are usually funded through
assessment bonds.
Collector sewers are most often installed as part of the
subdivision or commercial improvements and are the responsibility
of the developer. These improvements are usually cash-funded,
though assessment district financing is sometimes used. In areas
that were developed prior to the availabilty of a public sewer
system, collector sewers are constructed under assessment
district proceedings when a wastewater treatment facility becomes
available. The timing of such construction in a given area is
.dependent upon the trunk sewers being available to that area and
the property-oWners petitioning for construction of the collector
sewers or the construction being mandated for reasons of public
health.
Trunk sewers in the past were either sanitation district
financed, constructed under assessment district proceedings, or
developer-financed.
In the latter two situations, - appropriate
credit
against trunk connection fees was granted to
the
participating properties. On July 12, 1983, the Board of
Directors of CSD 7 1 adopted a connection fee ordinance effective
one month later that established a procedure for Distriet
financing of trunk sewers. For purposes of sestablishing
priority, a five year capital project list was presented that was
the basis for the connection fee that was adopted- . Projects
shown in the current year of the five year capital project list
are submitted to the Board as part of the CSD-1 budget request;
and if approved are eligible for District funding. The ordinance
provides •for an annual adjustment of the fee based on 'annual
change in the Engineering News Record Construction Cost Index and
also mandates an annual update of the five year list to determine
the adequacy of the fee and to review the prioritization. With
these two requirements, the funding for timely trunk sewer
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construction is as adequately assured as is possible.
The
ordinance does provide for developer-funding if a trunk sewer
project materializes that was not anticipated. In such case the
developer would receive credit against trunk connection fees and
a reimbursement agreement if the construction cost exceeded the
fees that would have been due from his development. The updated
five year capital project list to be presented to the CSD-1 Board
of Directors on July 24, 1984, identifies 30 projects to be
constructed through fiscal year 1988-1989 at a total capital cost
of $15,635,000, based on current cost levels.
At the same time the CSD-1 Board of Directors was 'considering
trunk sewer needs and financing, the Board of Directors of the
SRCSD was presented with a capital improvement program
identifying $178,345,000 in project costs through the year 2000
and a financing plan for a portion of those costs. Prior to
presentation of this plan, the District's 'interceptor system had
been financed under the Sacramento Regional Wastewater Management
Program and its grant funding.
Before that program existed,
there
had been no differentiation made between trunk and
interceptor, all pipelines conveying more than one mgd being
funded as trunks. The connection fee ordinance that was
subsequently adopted contained two elements; a capital investment
equalization (CIE) fee and an annexation fee, which together were
intended to generate between 35% and 55% of the needed funds, the
range reflecting an unknown rate of cost escalation.
The
ordinance provides for an annual escalation of both fees.
The
CIE fee excalation is based on user charge capital cost foregone
in the preceding year, plus interest on the total of such costs
foregone. The annexation fee is increased in a manner similar to
the CIE fee except that it is based on taxes foregone rather than
user charge.. In each case the cost foregone (user charges or
taxes) is limited to the most recent 20-year period.
The basis for the SRCSD Capital Improvement Program was the 1981
"Sacramento Sewerage Expansion Study" by CH2M Hill, Consulting
Engineers.
The, study included the identification and evaluation
of available financing mechanisms and fee policies.
The same
firm has been retained to prepare a.sewerage facilities study for
the Natomaa area.
This will include an update of the District's
capital . improvement program needs.
A financing study will
subsequently be authorized that will re-evaluate our position
with respect to the capital improvement program and the point at
which a supplemental financing program will become necessary.
Assuming timely implementation of a supplemental program, no
delay is anticipated in construction of the SRCSD capital
improvements.
Though a commitment to provide service to many areas proposed for
development is reflected in the CSD-1 and SRCSD programs, only
the needs associated with the Laguna project have been identified
in a special infrastructure financing plan. That plan was
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developed with input from Water Quality Division staff and
therefore reflects the same treatment plant expansion and
interceptor and trunk line needs as are shown in the CSD-1 and
SRCSD capital improvement programs.
D.

DRAINAGE

Over the next five years, the City of Sacramento ihtends to spend
$900,000 of preViously authorized drainage bond funds for various
improvements through 1989. .Assessment bonds are generally the
financing method utilized for drainage facility improvements . .
The cost of constructing and maintaining drainage facilities in
the unincorporated area is funded from several sources depending
on whether the project is located within the boundaries of Zone
II of the Sacramento County Water Agency, or the Metropolitan
.Storm Drain Maintenance District, , or located Outside these
districts. Figure 4 illustrates the boundaries of these
districts.
1.

Construction
a.

Drainage Fees: These fees are collected within Zone II
of the Sacramento county Water Agency and are uSed to
construct trunk drainage facilities draining an area of
These facilities may be
thirty (30) acres or more.
located within a development or be off-site and are
existing
constructed
to
flooding
to
prevent
developments as well as to serve the new . development.
Drainage facilities draining an area less than thirty
fee
(30)
acres are not paid for from drainage
collections and are the responsibility of the developer
to construct at his expense.

b.

Assessment District Financing;
Drainage 'facilities
outside Zone II are sometimes
financed
through
assessment districts, as are drainage facilities not
paid for by drainage fees within Zone II.
The cost of
' these latter facilities is usually included in the
overall assessment district for the development.
Community Development Block Grants: These grants could
be used to construct new or replacement facilities for
new or existing development in target areas delineated
within the unincorporated area.

2.

Maintenance
a.

Prop_erty Tax: The Metropolitan Storm Drain Maintenance
District is funded by property tax allocation and
special district augmentation funding. These funds are
used strictly for storm drain and flood control
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DISTRICTS ADMINISTERED ELY WATER RESOURCES DIVISION

1---1

Sacramento County Water Agency

Metropolitan Storm Drainage
Maintenance District

gl

S.C.W.A. - Zone 11

S.C.W.A. - Zone 3

SACRAMENTO COUNTY WATER AGENCY, County-wide, To provide Water supply,
drainage, flood control and water resources planning.
ZONE 3. Established within tbe S.C.W.A. to finance water resource
planning in the unincorporated area north of the American River.
Financed by a one-time tax and residual interest income.
ZONE 11. Established within the S.C.W.A. to construct a system of
drainage facilities (storm drains and pumping plants serving 30
acres or more) for unincorporated territory within the metropolitan
area. Financed by collection of drainage fees as development occurs.
Constructed drainage facilities are dedicated to the County and
maintained by Metropolitan Storm Drainage Maintenance District or by
zones of benefit (outside Metro's boundaries.)
METROPOLITAN STORM DRAINAGE MAINTENANCE DISTRICT. To provide maintenance of
existing channels and related drainage facilities. Also to construct
remedial improvements to relieve flooding conditions. Financed by
property tax.
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LAGUNA PUBLIC FACILITIES FINANCING PLAN

The County Board of Supervisors hired consultants to develop a
comprehensive financing program for all of the public
improvements that would be necessary to accommodate development
of the Laguna area in-South Sacramento County. The consultants'
report was recently released and a summary of its findings is
prOVided as an illustration of the magnitude of infrastructure
'financing iSsues . that both the City and County must address if
growth within the Sacramento region is to continue in the future.
An illustration of the Laguna Planning Area is provided in Figure
5. This area encompasses approximately 4,675 acres. The
financing plan deals-comprehensively with all public facility
requirements - such as roads, sewer, drainage, and solid waste,
and those such as water and schools that are provided by special
districts or other local governmental entities. The total costs
of all of the capital improvements for the Laguna area is about
$222 million if all of the improvements were built today.
Assuming a 6% inflation rate, the actual ',cost of the .needed
infrastructure improvements developed over time is about $333
million_ Table I provides a breakdown Of these infrastructure
Costs.

-

The recommended major source of financing for the Laguna Public
Facilities Plan is tax free municipal debt, authorized under the
Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act. A special tax on property,
collected: at the same time as the landowner's ad valeorum
property tax paymentwould be used to repay the debt.
A MelloRoos
Community. facilities District " is proposed in-lieu of
traditional Special assessment bonds because such bonds are not
available for facilities such as fire stations, a sheriffs
substation, parks, and schools that are of a general benefit to
residents and employees in the Laguna area, rather than of
special benefit to property. Further, the Community Facilities
District can be used to pay for some or all of the
annual ongoing costs for police and fire protection. Table 2 outlines the
proposed financing plan.
Table 3 illustrates the proposed
distribution for payment of the bond debt.
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FIGURE 5

THE LAGUNA PLANNUNG AREA
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM
Laguna Land Use Alternative II
(Assuming 6 Percent Inflation Rate)

CONSTANT $
1983/84

ACTUAL $
IN YEAR OF
CONSTRUCTION

Drainage Facilities
Fire Protection
Library Facilities
Recreation & Park Facilities
Regional Transit Facilities
School Facilities
Sewer Facilities
Sheriff Substation
Transportation Facilities
Water Supply Facilities

$
$
$
$.
$
$
$.
$
$
$

8,309,000
1,2884000
1,300,000
12,169,000
403,000
84,263,000
27,773,000
122,000
55,122,000
31,500,000

$ 12,518,000
1,709,000
$
2,046,000
$
.$ 18,903,000
659,000
$
$ 131,572,000
$ 34,554,000
183,000
$
$ 91 . '363,000
$ 39,7684000

TOTAL

$ 222,249,000

$ 333,275,000

Source: George S. Nolte and Associates, David Wade & Associates,
and McDonald & Associates

TABLE 2

FINAN C ING PLAN
Laguna Land Use Alternative II

• SUMMARY OF LAGUNA
.

PRIMARY FINANCING PLAN 1
Total Direct Cost Source of Payment
(1983/84 Dollars)
or Repayment

1

"FALLBACK" FINANCING PLAN
Total Direct Cost 12RL.C.t22122.122.111:_
(1983184d0ollars)
or Repayment

Summary of Financing MethOd
Pay-as-you-go

1

4,403,000

State Aid

S

93366,000

Bonded Debt--Mello-Roos

S

97,806,000

Bonded

S 26,674,000

Debt--Revenue Bond

TOTAL
ANNUALIZED TAX LEV

y2)

,.Development Fees

S

4,403,000

State General Fund/
State Highway Account
Special Tax on Land

$

0

User Fees (Countywide)

$

$ . 217,846,000

Special Tax on Land .

0

$ 222,249,000

$ 222,249,000

$

S

15,196,000

Development Fees

25,964,0003)

Notes:
1)

The "Fallback" Financing Plan is recommended if any financing sources shown for the Primary Financing Plan prove to be unobtainable.

2)

The "Annualized Tax Levy" Is the annualized equivalent of the discounted present value of all costs to service the
assumed bonded debt. This amount would determine theimaximum, rate for.the Mello-Roos Special Tax.

3), The Fallback Financing Plan Includes a levy to service a potential future shortfall between ongoing
costs and revenues. for municipal services. This shortfall Is fully mitigated by the Primary FinancIng'Plan.

.Source: McDonald & Associates, Wainwright & Ramsey, and JHK & Associates

RESPONSIBILITY TO PAY THE MELLO-ROOS SPECIAL TAX
Laguna Land Use Alternative It
PRIMARY FINANCING PLAN

LAND USE
DESIGNATION

AVERAGE COST
PER UNIT

QUANTITY
ANNUAL COST

Residential
Commercial

Industrial

TOTAL

ACRES

DUs

2,811
122

19,704

FALLBACK FINANCING PLAN

S
S

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

PER
ACRE

AVERAGE COST
PER UNIT .

PER
DU

ANNUAL COST

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

510
N/A

S 19,990,210
2,333,880
$

75.40%
8.80%

$
7,110
$ 19,130

$ 8,880

N/A

S

N/A

9,981,8E10
1,683,500

69.001
11.70%

3,550
$
S 13,800

498

S 2,799,770

19.301

S 5,620

N/A

$ 4,422,170

16.70%

3,431

$ 14,465,150

1.00.00% '

$ 4,220

N/A

$ 26,462,260

100.00%

S

Note:
This summary cost allocation uses averages for broad land use categories. It is for
purposes of Illustration only.
Source: McDonald II. Associates

PER
ACRE

7,710

PER
DU

S

I,01C
N/A

SCHOOL IMPACTION FEES
The Natomas Union School District and the Elk Grove Unified
School District. presently receive school impaction fees from
developers of residential subdivisions, apartments., condominiums,
townhouses and mobile homes. These fees are authorized by the
City and CoUnty if a finding of impaction is made due to
overcrowding of existing facilities. Impaction fees are intended
as an interim solution to current overcrowded conditions, They
may only be used for purchase, lease or relocation of portable
classrooms, lease of existing structures for classroom use, or
purchase of school sites.
Both
school
districts . are attempting
their
to
resolve
overcrowding problems with construction of permanent school
facilities.
Each district intends to apply to the State for
building funds.
Once the impaction condition has been mitigated
through the use of State school .construction funds, impaction
fees can no longer be used to pay for portable classrooms.
However, these fees can be used to provide the 10% local match
required by the State program- Therefore, over the long run, the
imposition of impaction fees may be discontinued once permanent
facilities have been constructed. However, - since the area within
each of these school districts is rapidly developing, it may be
difficult to ensure that permanent facility construction will be
able to keep pace with new subdivision development.
The 1984-1985 impaction fees for each school district are listed
be
Elk Grove Unified School District
The total cost of their impaction plan is $1,549,880.
Impaction Fees:
Single Family
Duplex and Halfplex
Apartments, Condos, Townhouses
and Mobile Homes
.

$1,749
$ 875
$ 437

Natomas Union School District
The total Cost of their impact plan is $2,692,000.
Impaction Fees:
Single Family
Duplex and Ealfplexe
Apartments, Condos, Townhouses
and Mobile Homes
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$1,196
$ 880
$ 527

INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCE
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Dedication of roads and parks in subdivisions is a mechanism of long
standing. 'There is also a trend of major developers "volunteering" to
construct, and dedicate other facilities, such as'firehouses and libraries . ,
and sometimes even interchanges. In a few cases, developers will also
agree to provide some services -, such as shuttle busses for an elderly
housing project.
7. Revenue Bonds:
These can be used when a good cash flow is likely- Revenue bonds provided
nest of the capital for the Regional Sanitation plants and facilities.
8. Assessment Bonds:
The 1911, 13, and 15 Acts enable and describe mechanisms for benefit
assessnent districts. These mechanisms are still in use and several are in
formation stages right now in the region.
9. 1972 Lighting and Landscaping' Act:
This is - a. special purpose act to provide just - what it says.
10. Tax Increment Financing . :
This mechanism is used primarily for redevelopment and rehabilitation. A
few jurisdictions around the state have been very creative and have
'redeveloped" previously agricultural land, causing some re-evaluation of
their programs.
11. Bridges and Thoroughfares:
Section 66484 of the State Nap Act_ authorizes local jurisdictions to pass
on ordinance requiring fees at the final map or building permit stage to
defray costs of bridges and major thorough fares. The requirements are
tightly specified in the Map Act, including General Plan consistency,
Protest Hearings, and so on. Only new bridges or thoroughfares, or
reconstruction may be funded. Payback for existing facility is not allowed.
12. Special Taxes:
Proposition 13 authorizes passage of special taxes by a 2/3 vote, as long
as they are not ad valorem property taxes in excess of the legal limit. In
rare cases, these things do pass. The City of Davis passed a $45 per
parcel per year special school tax in the June election by over. 70%.
Passage of such proposals is not the common experience.
Mello-Roos proceedings come under the special tax category. Mello-Roos
enables funding of both capital outlay and maintenance and operation for
many services. Bonds may be sold as well, and NelloeRoos presents the
current best hope for comprehensive financing of services in developing

INE'RASTRUCTURE
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areas. It is the cornerstone of the just-published Laguna Facilities
Study. .EstabliShiing the district and excluding disenchanted existing
residents is much easier. under Mello-Roos than other existing schemes. It
is thought by many that passage of the Jarvis initiative in November would
invalidate Mello-Roos. Funding alternatives in that eventuality are not
clear.
12. Grants, Transfers, Special Conditions:
This category should be called "miscellaneous". Special purpose grants may
go for, obviously, special purposes. One-time transfers of funds such as
the 880 Bypass money to light rail may occur. Developers rake special
offers, individuals fund libraries, and so on. No single rule can apply.
This list is hardly exhaustive. It will probably be some years before
financing mechanisms are generally stable and understood. In the meantime,
local jurisdictions continue to try to fund services as best they can.
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TESTIMONY REGARDING INFRASTRUCTURE REPORT
City-County Urban Development Task Force
Supervisor Smoley, Mayor Rudin, and Members of the Task Force:
At its July 2, 1984 monthly meeting, the Board of
Directors of the Modern Transit Society of Sacramento

adopted the following statement regarding infrastructure
planning in the City and in -.the County of Sacramento.
Modern Transit Society is concerned that infrastructure
planning by the City and by the County incltde transit
development planning. The joint City-County Urban
Development Task Forcehas the opportunity to make a
strong commitment to a barancaTtransportation system.
TheTask Force an can require, and can find a way
for, all transportation infrastructure planning in
both jurisdictions to include multiTodal analysis, and parti-

cularly bus and rail transit-:capital and operating expenditures.
We think cost -effectiveness comparisons of modal alternatives
are needed in the planning process.
We also believe that the City and the County should
adopt at the earliest possible date mutually consistent
land use-transportation. ordinances. Such ordinances are
needed to ensure that new development is consistent with
existing and projected transportation system capacities,_
expetially light rail transit capacity; (2) to integrate
transit agencies in the land use planning 'process; (3) to ensure equitable treatment of all developers in meeting the
air quality and mobility goals of our community; (4) to .
establish guidelines for private contributions to financing
alternative transportation improVenienta. ,

far/1,w~
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1„71140,26r2474._

Kathatine Thompson
Vice-President

MODEM TRANSIT SOCIETY OF SACRAMENTO is a nco-profit. volunteer organization of citizens working for rapid transit and improved bus Service

uigeaque of Women "voters of Sacramento
2206 K Street, Suite 2 • Sacramento

July 23,

Ca 95E116 • 443 367E1
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TO: City Council and Board of Supervisors sitting as JOint Cit
County- Urban Development Task Force
SUBJECT; "Infrastructure, Opportunities and Needs" prepared for today's Workshop Two.
Good afternoon.
Tin Evelyn Friend, Transportation Consultant for
the League of 'omen Voters of Sacramento. It is a pleasure to
address this historic and unique joint task force.
I've brought enough copies of our national and local League of
Women Voters transportation support positions. As you know these
are arrived at through study and consensus. These will serve as a
reference for our statement. It begins;

(Read first two paragraphs.)
In the spring of 1975, under position number one of the League of
Women Voters of the United States (Read it.) .
the Sacramento League
initiated the proposal for the interstate transfer that is making
construction of the starter segment of light rail possible.
Under position number three (Read it as "Alternate forms of
transportation. . .. must be developed into comprehensive transit
systems for our cities'.') the League supports the letter of July 6, 1974
of the Tree Task Force to the Board of Supervisors. This letter calls
for upgrading County design standards for new and improved roads and
for changing County sound wall design standards in order to create a
safe and inviting sidewalk system. The Task Force also calls for
a landscape setback in the County, with shade trees between the street
and sidewalk.
A comprehensive lo!zrange transportation study such as staff cites
in the report will identify funding for sidewalk construction, rehabilitation and maintenance in both City and County.
All the modes, rail, bus, pedestrian', bicycle, and roads for autos
must be considered together.
Under number four (Read first sentence.) we think the planning
•

:process for highway capital imprOvements such as the forty road
:capacity increases cited in the„pper_as already in the regional
plan should be, first, integrated into •planning for the multimodal
system, including the entire ultimate light rail system as an important part; second, informed by conscious City and County transportation policy; and, last, done with thorough consistency and openness.
Finally, we are delighted to see inhering in today's Infrastructure report
joint City and County staff agreement that a long range transportation,
for the next-,twenty years integratvtall the Modes is needed. We agree.
And we'll be glad to assist in whatever way you think appropriate. Thank

-

you.

2/1 14/1980

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF SACRAMENTO
TRANSPORTATION PoSITIU
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF THE UNITED STATES

LWV-US: A support position in the transportation area was announced in
December 1972. Derived from both air quality and human resources
positions, it reflected the members assertions that "the automobile
was the object of greatest concern" and that, to achieve clean air, both
cleanup of car emissions and expanded public transportation were needed.
The human resources consensus, which supports equal employment and
housing opportunities, pointed out that lack of public transportation has
deprived people of employment opportunities, and that urban highways
destroy homes and businesses in the inner city.

Under this position we support the following policies:
1. Before any more mileage of urban interstate highways is built,
cities must have the opportunity to plan and adequately finance
tegrated transportation systems of their own choice.

2. The highway trust fund should be restructured so that cities and
states may use the fund to build whatever form of ground transit they
find necessary.
3. Alternate forms of transportation such as trains, buses, moving sidewalks, bicycles, and streetcars must be developed into comprehensive
transit systems for our cities.

4 • Transportation systems dependent on public financing should be
publicly controlled. Transportation should be considered a public service whose operating costs are subsidized as are the costs of all
public services.
5. Transportation planning and construction must weigh all social and
environmental costs.

6. Continuous and widespread community :participation must be insured
throughout the planning, : development, and operation of any transit
. program.

LWV Transportation Position, page 2

LWV-Sacramento:
(We favor) development of a more balanced transportation system for the
region that will change our heavy reliance on the automobile. In order
to solve (eliminate?) the environmental and social hazards caused by
overuse of the motor vehicle, we support improved public transportation
and vehicular restraints which will promote our goals of sound land
use and energy conservation while preserving the environment and Quality
of life within our region.
Under this position we support the following policies:
7. Transportation planning decisions should be made on the regional

level, coordinated with state and national •transportation goals.
. We support substitute laws that would permit expenditure of the (State)
highway user tax revenues for any transportation mode or purpose.
9. Disincentives that would reduce auto traffic in conjunction with
improved transit service should be investigated and instituted
wherever possible. Examples would be increased downtown parking fees,
elimination of on-street parking, discouragement of construction of
further public rparking facilities downtown, regulation of trip generator
construction within the region.
10. Employers and merchants should provide incentives to encourage
patronage of the public transit system. Staggered work hours and
carpooling plans should be promoted.
11. We support special consideration for people who do not have or cannot
drive cars.

